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By Everyday Carry Notebooks

Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 198 x 124 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The idea behind EVERYDAY CARRY
NOTEBOOKS Matte Black Collection is as simple as it is true: different callings, vocations, activities
and undertakings demand different notebooks. The Matte Black Collection contains ten notebook
types: sketch, lined, grid, dot grid, grey grid, dot grey grid, action, journal, un/structured, and
storyboard.Each type of notebook comes in ten form factors, from pocket sized to letter sized: 4 x6,
4.25 x7, 5 x8, 5 x11, 6 x6, 6 x9, 7 x10, 8 x8, 8.5 x6, and 8.5 x11. Each notebook contains 100 numbered
pages; each page is a light cream-color and 60 pound weight, performing excellently with a wide-
variety of inks. To keep track of things, there is both a page number index and tags index. And, of
course, an information page to record a title for your notebook, your name, if-lost-contact info, date
and place started, and date and place finished. As the collection s name suggests, each notebook is
wrapped in a sturdy, matte black cover.AFFORDABLE: Every 100 page EDC Notebook is priced the
same, regardless of type or form factor....
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Lawrence Keeling-- Lawrence Keeling

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Garett Baumbach-- Garett Baumbach
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